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VOJTA’S CONJECTURE IMPLIES THE
BATYREV-MANIN CONJECTURE FOR K3 SURFACES
DAVID MCKINNON
Abstract. Vojta’s Conjectures are well known to imply a wide
range of results, known and unknown, in arithmetic geometry. In
this paper, we add to the list by proving that they imply that ra-
tional points tend to repel each other on algebraic varieties with
nonnegative Kodaira dimension. We use this to deduce, from Vo-
jta’s Conjectures, conjectures of Batyrev-Manin and Manin on the
distribution of rational points on algebraic varieties. In particular,
we show that Vojta’s Main Conjecture implies the Batyrev-Manin
Conjecture for K3 surfaces.
1. Introduction
In 1987, in [16], Vojta made a series of wide-ranging and deep con-
jectures about the distribution of rational points on algebraic vari-
eties. They imply the Masser-Oesterle´ abc conjecture, the Bombieri-
Lang Conjecture that the set of rational points on a variety of general
type is not Zariski dense, and a host of other well known conjectures in
number theory. (For more details on the various implications of Vojta’s
conjectures, see [16] or [5], section F.5.3.)
Vojta’s Main Conjecture is known in only a few special cases, al-
though some of these special cases are extremely significant. It is known
for curves, being the union of Roth’s Theorem for rational curves ([12]),
Siegel’s Theorem for elliptic curves ([13]), and Faltings’ Theorem for
curves of general type ([3]). It is also known for abelian varieties, by
another theorem of Faltings ([4]). The case X = Pn and D a union of
hyperplanes is also known, due originally to Schmidt for archimedean
places S ([15]), and Schlickewei for a general set of places ([14]), and
is the famous Schmidt Subspace Theorem. For a precise statement of
Vojta’s Main Conjecture, see section 2.
For varieties with a canonical class of which some multiple is effective
(that is, for varieties with nonnegative Kodaira dimension), there is a
lower bound for a height with respect to the canonical class. In this
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case, Vojta’s conjectures imply that rational points repel each other,
in the sense that two rational points that are close to one another
(with respect to, say, some archimedean metric) must have large height
relative to this distance. This idea is made precise by the Repulsion
Principle, Theorem 3.1, in section 3.
From the Repulsion Principle, one can easily deduce that on an alge-
braic variety of nonnegative Kodaira dimension, rational points must
be quite sparse. ForK3 surfaces, this is precisely the famous conjecture
of Batyrev and Manin ([1]), and in section 4 we deduce this conjecture
from Vojta’s Main Conjecture, as a corollary of a more general result
(Theorem 4.2). Finally, in section 5, we deduce Manin’s Rational Curve
Conjecture ([8]) from the Repulsion Principle.
It is a pleasure to thank Ekaterina Amerik for her helpful remarks
that helped to simplify and clarify the arguments in this paper.
2. Vojta’s Main Conjecture
Vojta’s Main Conjecture requires a lot of terminology to state, so we
list some of it here for convenience.
k A number field
S A finite set of places of k
X A smooth algebraic variety defined over k
K The canonical divisor class of X
D A normal crossings divisor on X (see Definition 2.3)
L A big divisor on X (see Definition 2.2)
hK , hL Logarithmic height functions with respect to K and L
hD,v A local height function for D with respect to a place v
of k (see Definition 2.4)
mS(D, ·) A proximity function for D with respect to S, given by
mS(D,P ) =
∑
v∈S hD,v(P )
The conjecture we are primarily interested in here is the following
(see Conjecture 3.4.3 from [16]):
Conjecture 2.1 (Vojta’s Main Conjecture). Choose any ǫ > 0. Then
there exists a nonempty Zariski open set U = U(ǫ) ⊂ X such that for
every k-rational point P ∈ U(k), we have the following inequality:
(1) mS(D,P ) + hK(P ) ≤ ǫhL(P )
For a general discussion of this conjecture, and an explanation of all
the terminology, we refer the reader to [16]. However, for the reader’s
convenience, we recall the definitions of some of the less common terms
mentioned in Conjecture 2.1:
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Definition 2.2. A divisor D on a smooth algebraic variety X is big
if and only if it can be written as the sum D = A + E of an ample
divisor A and an effective divisor E. Note that in particular every
ample divisor is big.
Definition 2.3. Let X be a smooth algebraic variety defined over the
complex numbers. A divisor D on X has normal crossings if and only
if it is effective, has no multiple components, and for every point P in
the support of D, there are analytic functions z1, . . . , zn on an analytic
neighbourhood U of P such that D ∩ U is the locus z1 . . . zn = 0 ∩ U ,
where n ≤ dimX.
For a smooth algebraic variety X defined over a number field k, we
say that a divisor D has normal crossings if and only if for every
embedding k →֒ C, the corresponding divisor DC on XC has normal
crossings. (It is easy to see that if DC has normal crossings for any
one embedding of k in C, then DC will have normal crossings for all
such embeddings.)
Definition 2.4. Let X be a smooth algebraic variety defined over a
number field k, let D be a divisor on X, and let v be a place of k. Let
kv be the completion of k with respect to v, and let kv be an algebraic
closure of kv. Let ‖·‖v be the absolute value corresponding to v, extended
to an absolute value on kv. A local height function for D at v is a
function hD,v : X(kv)−Supp(D)→ R such that for all P in the support
Supp(D) of D, there is a Zariski open neighbourhood U of P such that
D ∩ U is the locus f = 0 ∩ U for some rational function f , and:
hD,v(P ) = −
1
[k : Q]
log ‖f(P )‖v + α(P )
where α is a continuous function on U(kv).
If D is an effective cycle on X that can be written as the scheme-
theoretic intersection of a finite number of effective divisors D =
⋂
iDi,
then we define hD,v = mini hDi,v. Note that hD,v can be defined on
X(kv)− Supp(D) by setting hDi,v(P ) =∞ if P ∈ Supp(Di).
It is not hard to see that if one chooses a different set of divisors
{Di}, then the resulting local height function differs from the original
by a bounded function.
Intuitively, one may think of the local height functions as satisfying
hD,v(P ) = − log distv(P,D), where distv(P,D) denotes the distance
from P to the support of D. Note that in [16], local height functions
are called Weil functions.
In what follows, we will want to apply Conjecture 2.1 to the slightly
more general case in which D is a cycle of arbitrary codimension. To
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do this, we return to and slightly generalise the notation from Vojta’s
Main Conjecture (Conjecture 2.1):
D′ A cycle on X that is contained in a normal crossings divisor D
hD′,v A local height function for D
′ with respect to v
mS(D
′, ·) A proximity function for D′ with respect to s, given by
mS(D
′, P ) =
∑
v∈S hD′,v(P )
Conjecture 2.5 (Vojta’s Main Conjecture for general cycles). Choose
any ǫ > 0. Then there exists a nonempty Zariski open set U = U(ǫ) ⊂
X such that for every k-rational point P ∈ U(k), we have the following
inequality:
(2) mS(D
′, P ) + hK(P ) ≤ ǫhL(P )
This follows immediately from Vojta’s Main Conjecture and the ob-
servation that mS(D
′, P ) ≤ mS(D,P ).
3. Repulsion of rational points for varieties of
nonnegative Kodaira dimension
This section contains a technical result which contains the heart of
the proofs of the main results of the paper. In particular, Theorem 3.1
implies that the rational points of low height on a variety of nonnegative
Kodaira dimension (such as a K3 surface) should be distributed very
sparsely away from subvarieties of negative Kodaira dimension (such
as rational curves). Specifically, we have:
Theorem 3.1 (Repulsion Principle). Let X be any smooth, projective
variety of nonnegative Kodaira dimension defined over a number field
k. For every smooth variety V birational to a subvariety of X × X,
make the following two assumptions:
(1) If V has nonnegative Kodaira dimension, then it satisfies Vo-
jta’s Main Conjecture for general cycles (Conjecture 2.5).
(2) If V has negative Kodaira dimension, then it is uniruled.
Let v be a place of k, and choose an ample multiplicative height H on
Y .
Then for any ǫ > 0, there is a nonempty Zariski open subset U(ǫ) of
X and a positive real constant C such that
distv(P,Q) > CH(P,Q)
−ǫ
for all P,Q ∈ U(k).
Proof: Let v be a place of k. Let Y be the variety X ×X , and let D
be the diagonal on Y . Let h be an ample logarithmic height on X , and
define an ample logarithmic height on Y by h(P,Q) = h(P ) + h(Q).
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By Vojta’s Main Conjecture for general cycles (Conjecture 2.5), there
is a proper Zariski closed subset Z ⊂ Y such that for every (P,Q) ∈
Y (k)− Z(k), we have:
mD,v(P,Q) ≤ ǫh(P,Q) +O(1)(3)
In what follows, we assume that Z is chosen to be the minimal closed
subset satisfying equation (3).
Let V be an irreducible component of Z. We will show that V
does not surject onto X via both projections from Y unless V = D.
Thus, assume that V does surject onto X via both projections. Then
dimV ≥ dimX . Let E = V ∩ D. If E = V , then V = D, so
we may assume that E is a cycle with positive codimension on V .
By, for example, Theorems 3.26 and 3.27 from [7], there is a smooth
variety V˜ and a dominant birational map π : V˜ → V such that π is an
isomorphism away from N = E ∪ Sing(V ), and such that the induced
reduced cycleM of π∗N is contained in a divisor with normal crossings.
If V˜ has negative Kodaira dimension, then by assumption it is unir-
uled. Since it is birational to a subvariety of X ×X that surjects onto
X via both projections, this implies that X is also uniruled. Since X
has nonnegative Kodaira dimension, this is impossible.
Thus, we may assume that V˜ has nonnegative Kodaira dimension.
This means that some multiple of the canonical divisor of V˜ must admit
a global section, and so the height hK is bounded below by a constant.
In addition, ifM is the sum of the irreducible components of π∗N (i.e.,
M is the reduced divisor induced by π∗N), then:
mS(π
∗N,P ) + hK(P ) ≤ α(mS(M,P ) + hK(P )) +O(1)
for some positive integer α. Thus, if Vojta’s Main Conjecture (Conjec-
ture 2.5) is true for M , it must also be true for π∗N . (Note that M is,
as noted above, contained in a normal crossings divisor.)
Thus, by Vojta’s Main Conjecture, we find a proper Zariski closed
subset Z˜ of V˜ such that for all P ∈ V˜ (k)− Z˜(k), we have:
mE,v(P ) ≤ ǫh(P ) +O(1)
where h(P ) in this case denotes h(π(P )), since this yields a big height
on V˜ . Noting that mD,v(π(P )) = mE,v(P )+O(1) for P ∈ V˜ (k) = E(k)
gives:
mD,v(P,Q) ≤ ǫh(P,Q) +O(1)
for all k-rational points (P,Q) in some nonempty open subset of V .
But this is precisely equation (3), which contradicts the minimality of
V . We conclude that V does not surject onto X via both projections
unless V = D.
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Let W be the union of all proper closed subsets H of X such that H
is the projection of some irreducible component of Z. (Recall that Z
is the exceptional subset of X derived from Vojta’s Main Conjecture.)
Let U ′ = X−W . Then the intersection of U ′×U ′ with the exceptional
set Z ⊂ X × X is a subset of the diagonal, so for each P,Q ∈ U ′(k)
with P 6= Q, we have mD,v(P,Q) < ǫh(P,Q)+ c. Taking the reciprocal
exponential of both sides of that equation yields:
distv(P,Q) > CB
−ǫ
as desired. ♣
Note that the Repulsion Principle is true unconditionally for subva-
rieties of abelian varieties. This is because Vojta’s Main Conjecture for
subvarieties of abelian varieties was proven by Faltings ([4]). (Abelian
varieties do not contain any subvarieties of negative Kodaira dimen-
sion.)
4. Vojta’s Conjecture implies the Batyrev-Manin
Conjecture for K3 surfaces
Before we can prove the implication in the title of this section, we
must describe the relevant conjecture of Batyrev and Manin. For con-
text and motivation of this conjecture, we refer the reader to [1].
Let X be an algebraic variety defined over a number field k, and let
L be an ample divisor on X . Choose a (multiplicative) height function
HL on V corresponding to L, and let W be any subset of X . We define
the counting function for W by:
NW,L(B) = #{P ∈ S(k) | HL(P ) < B}
Batyrev and Manin [1] have made a series of conjectures about the
behaviour of NW,L. In the case that X is a K3 surface, their conjecture
is as follows:
Conjecture 4.1 (Batyrev-Manin Conjecture for K3 Surfaces). Let
ǫ > 0 be any real number and L any ample divisor on X. Then there
is a non-empty Zariski open subset U(ǫ) ⊂ X such that
NU(ǫ),L(B) = O(B
ǫ)
In fact, this principle should apply much more broadly than just to
K3 surfaces. We have the following general result:
Theorem 4.2. Let X be a smooth, projective variety of nonnegative
Kodaira dimension, defined over a number field k. Let V be a smooth
variety birational to a subvariety of X×X, and make the following two
assumptions:
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(1) If V has nonnegative Kodaira dimension, assume that Vojta’s
Main Conjecture for general cycles (Conjecture 2.5) is true for
V .
(2) If V has negative Kodaira dimension, assume that V is uniruled.
Then for every ǫ > 0 and ample divisor L on X, there is a nonempty
Zariski open subset U(ǫ) ⊂ X such that
NU(ǫ),L(B) = O(B
ǫ)
Proof: Let v be an archimedean place of k, and let n be the real
dimension of the variety Xv over the associated completion kv of k.
(That is, n = dimX if v is a real place, and n = 2dimX if v is
a complex place.) By the Repulsion Principle, there is a nonempty
Zariski open subset U of X and a positive real constant C such that
for all P and Q in U(k), we have:
distv(P,Q) > CB
−ǫ/n
for all sufficiently large real numbers B.
Let A be the set A = {P ∈ U(k) | H(P ) ≤ B}. For any pair of
points P and Q in A, we have:
distv(P,Q) > CB
−ǫ/n
Since Ai lies in a real manifold of finite dimension n and finite volume,
it follows that:
#A = O(Bǫ)
as desired. ♣
Mori has proven ([11]) that any smooth projective threefold with
negative Kodaira dimension is uniruled. Since curves and surfaces with
negative Kodaira dimension are also well known to be uniruled, we
deduce the following corollary of Theorem 4.2:
Corollary 4.3. Let X be a smooth, projective surface of nonnegative
Kodaira dimension, defined over a number field k. Assume that Vojta’s
Main Conjecture for general cycles (Conjecture 2.5) is true for any
variety birational to a subvariety of X × X. Then for every ǫ > 0
and ample divisor L on X, there is a nonempty Zariski open subset
U(ǫ) ⊂ X such that
NU(ǫ),L(B) = O(B
ǫ)
In particular, Vojta’s Main Conjecture implies the Batyrev-Manin Con-
jecture for K3 surfaces.
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5. Manin’s Rational Curve Conjecture
One can almost generalize the arguments here to prove the Rational
Curve Conjecture of Manin ([8]), if one further assumes a conjecture
implied by the Minimal Model Program. Here is Manin’s conjecture:
Conjecture 5.1 (Rational Curve Conjecture). Let U be a nonempty
Zariski open subset of a smooth algebraic variety X defined over a
number field k, and let L be an ample divisor on X. If there are positive
real constants δ and c such that NU,L(B) ≥ cB
δ for infinitely many
arbitrarily large positive real numbers B, then U contains a nonempty
open subset of a rational curve C, defined over k and containing a
dense set of k-rational points.
We will not quite be able to prove this. Instead, we will prove (mod-
ulo two conjectures) the slightly weaker assertion that U must contain
a nonempty open subset of a rational curve defined over some finite
extension of k.
Theorem 5.2. Let U be a nonempty Zariski open subset of a smooth
algebraic variety X defined over a number field k, and let L be an ample
divisor on X. For any smooth variety V birational to a subvariety of
X ×X, make the following two assumptions:
(1) If V has nonnegative Kodaira dimension, assume that Vojta’s
Main Conjecture for general cycles (Conjecture 2.5) is true for
V .
(2) If V has negative Kodaira dimension, assume that V is uniruled.
If there are positive real constants δ and c such that NU,L(B) ≥ cB
δ
for infinitely many arbitrarily large positive real numbers B, then U
contains a nonempty open subset of a rational curve C (not necessarily
defined over k).
Proof: First, note that if the Kodaira dimension of X is negative, then
the result is trivially true. Thus, in what follows, we assume that X
has nonnegative Kodaira dimension. In particular, we may assume that
some multiple of the canonical class admits a global section, and there-
fore that any height hK associated to the canonical class is bounded
from below by a constant.
We will induce on the dimension of X . Theorem 5.2 is clearly true
if dimX = 1, so assume that it is true for all varieties of dimension
less than X . By Theorem 4.2, there is a nonempty Zariski open subset
U ⊂ X such that
NU,L(B) = O(B
ǫ)
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By comparing counting functions, this implies for small enough ǫ that
there is some proper closed subset Y of U which is not contained in
U . Moreover, we must have #{P ∈ Y (k) | H(P ) ≤ B} > CBδ for
infinitely many arbitrarily large positive real numbers B and some real
positive constant C. By the induction hypothesis, Y ⊂ U must contain
a nonempty open subset of a rational curve, as desired. ♣
As noted previously, the assumption that every variety of negative
Kodaira dimension is uniruled is known to be true in dimension at most
three, so the Rational Curve Conjecture for surfaces follows simply
from Vojta’s Main Conjecture. In higher dimensions, the standard
conjectures of the Minimal Model Program imply that every variety of
negative Kodaira dimension is uniruled. The Hard Dichotomy Theorem
implies that the result of the Minimal Model Program applied to any
variety of negative Kodaira dimension is a Mori fibre space. It is a well
known result of Miyaoka and Mori ([10]) that any Mori fibre space is
uniruled. For details, see for example [9], section 3.2.
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